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We present an algorithm
p for omputing the domination numk is the domination
ber of a planar graph that uses O( k n) time, where p
number of the given planar input graph and = 36 34 . To obtain this
result, we showpthat the treewidth of a planar graph with domination
number
k is O ( k ), and that su h a tree de omposition an be found in
p
O ( kn) time. The same te hnique an be used to show that the disk
dimension problem ( nd a minimum set of fa es that over all verti es
p
p
of a given plane graph) an be solved in O( 1 k n) time for 1 = 26 34 .
Similar results an be obtained for some variants of dominating set,
e.g., independent dominating set.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
A k -dominating set D of an undire ted graph G is a set of k verti es of G su h
that ea h of the rest of the verti es has at least one neighbor in D. A minimal k
su h that the graph G has a k -dominating set is alled the domination number
of G.
The k -dominating set problem, i.e., the task to de ide, given a graph
G = (V; E ) and a positive integer k , whether or not there exists a k -dominating
set, is among the ore problems in algorithms, ombinatorial optimization, and
omputational omplexity [11, 16, 19, 24℄. The problem is NP- omplete, even
when restri ted to planar graphs with maximum vertex degree 3 and to planar graphs that are regular of degree 4 [16℄.
The approximability of the dominating set problem has re eived onsiderable attention [11, 19℄. It is not known and is not believed that dominating set
for general graphs has a onstant fa tor approximation algorithm (see Cres enzi
and Kann [11℄ for details). However, the planar dominating set problem (i.e.,
the dominating set problem restri ted to planar graphs) possesses a polynomial
?
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time approximation s heme [1℄. That is, there is a polynomial time approximation algorithm with approximation fa tor 1 + , where  is a onstant arbitrarily
lose to 0. However, the degree of the polynomial grows with 1=. Hen e, applying the approximation s heme does not always lead to pra ti al solutions and
nding an \eÆ ient" exa t algorithm for planar dominating set is therefore
of interest.
Due to the hardness and relevan e of dominating set, numerous papers
have studied spe ial ases of dominating set, e.g., onne ted dominating set,
total dominating set, independent dominating set, dominating lique, and/or the
omplexity of the problem in spe ial graph lasses [6, 8, 10, 15, 17, 18, 22, 26℄. For
example, a very re ent result shows that there is a fa tor 2 +  approximation
algorithm for dominating set on the lass of ir le graphs [12℄.
Lately, it has be ome popular to ope with omputational intra tability in
a di erent way besides approximation: parameterized omplexity [14℄. Here, the
basi observation is that, for many hard problems, the seemingly inherent ombinatorial explosion an be restri ted to a \small part" of the input, the parameter.
For instan e, the vertex over problem an be solved by an algorithm with
running time O(kn + 1:3k ) [9, 23℄, where the parameter k is a bound on the
maximum size of the vertex over set we are looking for and n is the number
of verti es in the given graph. The fundamental assumption is k  n. As an
easily be seen, this yields an eÆ ient, pra ti al algorithm for small values of k . A
problem is alled xed parameter tra table if it an be solved in time f (k )nO(1)
for an arbitrary fun tion f whi h depends only on k . Unfortunately, a ording to
the theory of parameterized omplexity it is very unlikely that the dominating
set problem is xed parameter tra table. On the ontrary, it was proven to be
omplete for W [2℄, a \ omplexity lass of parameterized intra tability" (refer to
Downey and Fellows [14℄ for any details). However, planar k -dominating set
is xed parameter tra table. Downey and Fellows [13, 14℄ state an O(11k n) time
bound for this problem, where n is the number of verti es.
In this paper, we present a drasti asymptoti improvement of this
pkresult.
We show that planar dominating set an be solved in time O( n) for
some onstant . To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst xed parameter
tra tability result where the exponent of the exponential term is not growing
linearly, but with the square root of the parameter.
We show that a graph with
p
a dominating set of size k has treewidth O( k ), and we use this to solve planar dominating set using the orresponding tree de omposition of the graph.
Unfortunately, the onstant base of the exponential term that appears
in the
p
running time of our algorithm still is quite large, namely = 36 34 . However,
the authors are on dent that a more re ned analysis of the applied te hniques
an improve this onstant onsiderably.
Our te hnique an also be used to signi antly improve a known bound for
the disk dimension problem [2, 25℄. The problem is de ned as follows [2, 25℄:
Given a plane graph G, i.e., a graph with a xed embedding in the plane and
a positive integer k , is there a set of at most k fa es (disks), su h that all of
the graph verti es are overed? The problem is NP- omplete [2℄. Downey and
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Fellows [14℄ gave an O(12k n) algorithm for this problem. For a slightly more
general version of the problem, Biensto k and Monma [2℄ showed that there is a
time O( k n) algorithm, where is an unspe i ed onstant.
pk In this paper, we give
an algorithm that solves disk dimension in time O( 1 n) for some onstant 1 .
We also dis uss some variants of the dominating set problem.

2 Preliminaries
In this se tion, we provide ne essary notions and some known results. We assume
familiarity with basi graph-theoreti al notation.

De nition 1 A graph G is outerplanar if there is a rossing-free embedding of
G

in the plane su h that all verti es are on the same fa e.

De nition 2 A graph G is r-outerplanar if, for r = 1, G is outerplanar or, for
1, G has a planar embedding su h that if all verti es on the exterior fa e
(whi h form the exterior layer L1 ) are deleted, the onne ted omponents of the
remaining graph are all at most (r 1)-outerplanar.
r >

In this way, we may speak of the layers L1 , : : : , Lr of an r-outerplanar graph.
One easily makes the following entral observation:

Proposition 1. If a planar graph
an be at most 3k -outerplanar.

G

= (V; E ) has a k -dominating set, then it

The main tool we use in our algorithm is a suitable tree de omposition:

De nition 3 Let

= (V; E ) be a graph. A tree de omposition of G is a pair
and T is a tree with the elements
as nodes. The following three properties should hold:
G

hfXi j i 2 I g; T i, where ea h Xi is a subset of V
of I





S

i2I Xi = V ;
for every edge fu; v g 2 E , there is an i 2 I su h that fu; v g  Xi ;
for all i; j; k 2 I , if j lies on the path between i and k in T , then Xi \Xk

 Xj .

The width of hfXi j i 2 I g; T i equals maxfjXi j j i 2 I g 1. The treewidth of
is the minimal k su h that G has a tree de omposition of width k .

G

In [21, Table 2, page 550℄ or [5, Theorem 83℄, we an nd:

Proposition 2. An r-outerplanar graph has treewidth of at most 3r 1.
Propositions 1 and 2 imply that a graph with domination number k has
bounded treewidth, or, more pre isely, its treewidth is bounded by 9k 1, but
we will give a stronger bound later.

Theorem 4. If a tree de omposition of width at most ` of a graph is known,
then a minimum dominating set an be determined in time 3` n, where n is the
number of nodes of the tree de omposition.
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Comments on the proof: The theorem an be proved by using dynami programming te hniques. For ea h bag (i.e., ea h set Xi of the orresponding tree
de omposition) one keeps a table. These tables store, for every vertex in the bag,
the information of whether that vertex is assumed to belong to either the dominating set, the (known) set of dominated verti es, or the set of verti es whose
status is unknown at the given point. Sin e jXi j  `, the table size for ea h bag
is bounded by 3` . See e.g., [4, 27℄.
In this way, a straightforward solution to the planar dominating set problem using tree de ompositions leads to an algorithm whi h runs in time O(39k n).
(For a graph G = (V; E ), there always is a tree de omposition with optimal width
and with at most jV j nodes.) Downey and Fellows [13, 14℄ suggested an idea that
leads to a faster sear h tree algorithm. They state an algorithm with running
time O(11k n) (without using tree de ompositions).
In what
p follows, we show that a graph with a k-dominating set has treewidth O( k ). Combining this with Theorem 4 gives a signi ant asymptoti
improvement of the result of Downey and Fellows.
To understand the following te hnique, it is helpful to onsider the on ept
of a layer de omposition of an r-outerplanar graph G. It is a forest of height r
whi h is de ned as follows: the nodes of the trees are sets of verti es of G and
the di erent trees orrespond to di erent omponents of G. In general, the ith
layer of the layer de omposition forest de nes a set of verti es Li , namely the
ith layer of G.
Consider now the ith layer of the forest, i.e., the nodes of level i in the
de omposition forest, onsisting of, possibly, several vertex sets Ci;1 , : : : , Ci;`i .
In other words, Li = `ji=1 Ci;j . The vertex sets Ci;1 ; : : : ; Ci;`i orrespond to the
verti es of di erent omponents of the subgraph indu ed by Li . We refer to Ci;j
as a layer- omponent . In parti ular, the rst layer onsists of layer- omponents
ea h of whi h equals the verti es from L1 of one parti ular omponent.
A layer- omponent Ci;j of layer Li is alled non-empty if it ontains verti es
from layer Li+1 in its interior.

S

De nition 5 Let

;6



= C Ci;j be a subset of a non-empty layer- omponent
Ci;j of layer i, where i 2. Then the unique y le B (C ) in layer Li 1 , su h that
C is ontained in the region en losed by B (C ) and no other vertex of layer Li 1
is ontained in this region, is alled the boundary y le of C .



The existen e and uniqueness of su h a boundary y le B (C ) is easy to see.

3 Domination versus treewidth
Our algorithm is based on Theorem 4. Therefore, in the following we show that a
planar graph with domination number k has treewidth of at most O(f (k )), where
f (k ) is a sublinear fun tion, whi h we are going to determine. Here, the main
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idea is to nd small separators of the graph and merge the tree de ompositions
of the resulting subgraphs. To this end, the following observation is used.

Proposition 3. If a onne ted graph an be de omposed into omponents of
treewidth of at most t by means of a separator of size s, then the whole graph
has treewidth of at most t + s.

The proof is quite simple: Just merge the separator to every node in ea h tree
de omposition of width at most t whi h orrespond to the distin t omponents.
Then add some arbitrary onne tions between the trees orresponding to the
omponents in order to form a tree de omposition of the whole graph.
For planar graphs, there is an iterated version of this observation.

Proposition 4. Let G be a planar graph with layers Li , (i = 1; : : : ; r). For i =
1; : : : ; `, let Li be a set of onse utive layers, i.e. Li = fLji ; Lji +1 ; : : : ; Lji +ni g,
su h that Li \Li = ; for all i 6= i0 . Moreover, suppose G an be de omposed into
omponents, ea h of treewidth of at most t, by means of separators S1 ; : : : ; S` ,
where Si  L2Li L for all i = 1; : : : ; `. Then G has treewidth of at most t + 2s,
where s = maxi=1;::: ;` jSi j.

S

0

The proof again uses the merging-te hniques illustrated in the previous proposition: Suppose, w.l.o.g., the sets Li appear in su essive order, i.e. ji < ji+1 . For
ea h i = 0; : : : ; `, onsider the omponent Gi of treewidth at most t whi h is ut
out by the separators Si and Si+1 (by default we set S0 = S`+1 = ;). We add Si
and Si+1 to every node in a given tree de omposition of Gi . In order to obtain
a tree de omposition of G, we su essively add an arbitrary onne tion between
the trees Ti and Ti+1 of the so-modi ed tree de ompositions that orrespond to
the subgraphs Gi and Gi+1 .
Finally, we still have to show how to onstru t (in polynomial time) a tree
de omposition of width f (k ) mat hing our theoreti al treewidth bound. This
allows us to apply Theorem 4 to a tually determine the dominating set we are
aiming at.
pThe whole algorithm we present has time omplexity O(3f (k) n). Sinke f (k) 2
O( k ), this obviously gives an asymptoti improvement of the O(11 n) algorithm presented by Downey and Fellows.
In the following, we assume that our graph has a xed plane embedding with
r layers. We show that the treewidth annot ex eed f (k ) if a dominating set of
size k is given.

3.1 Separators and treewidth

P

We assume that we have a dominating set D of size at most k . Let ti be the
number of verti es of Di = D \ Li . Hen e, ri=1 ti = k . In order to avoid ase
distin tions, we set t0 = tr+1 = tr+2 = 0. Moreover, let i denote the number of
non-empty layer- omponents of layer Li .
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middle triples

We need some de nitions for ertain triples in the plane graph. These triples
are de ned in a way su h that the union of these triples will yield separators of
small size.
We de ne the triples for a layer Li . The union of these triples separates verti es of layer Li 1 from verti es of layer Li+2 . For this purpose, in the following,
we write N (x) to des ribe the set of neighbors of a vertex x and use the notion
B () for boundary y les as introdu ed in De nition 5.

De nition 6 An upper triple for layer Li is asso iated to a non-empty layer-

omponent Ci+1;j of layer Li+1 and a vertex x 2 Di 1 that has a neighbor
on the boundary y le B (Ci+1;j ) (see Fig. 1). Then, learly, x 2 B (B (Ci+1;j )),
by de nition of a boundary y le. Let x1 and x2 be the neighbors of x on the
y le B (B (Ci+1;j )). Starting from x1 , we go around x up to x2 so that we visit
all neighbors of x in layer Li . We note the neighbors of x on the boundary
y le B (Ci+1;j ). Going around gives two outermost neighbors y and z on this
boundary y le. The triple then is the three-element set fx; y; z g. In ase x has
only a single neighbor y in B (Ci+1;j ), the \triple" onsists of only fx; y g.
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For ea h non-empty layer- omponent Ci+1;j of Li+1 and ea h vertex
with neighbors in B (Ci+1;j ), we obtain su h an upper triple.

x

2 Di

1

Li is asso iated to a vertex x 2 Di+1
and a non-empty layer- omponent Ci+1;j of layer Li+1 (see Fig. 2). Suppose
x lies in layer- omponent Ci+1;j . We only onsider layer- omponents Ci+1;j of
layer Li+1 that are en losed by the boundary y le B (Ci+1;j ). For ea h pair
y~; z~ 2 B (Ci+1;j ) \ N (x) (where y~ 6= z~), we onsider the path Py~;z~ from y~ to
z~ along the y le B (Ci+1;j ), taking the dire tion su h that the region en losed
by fz~; xg, fx; y~g, and Py~;z~ ontains the layer- omponent Ci+1;j . Let fy; z g 
B (Ci+1;j ) \ N (x) be the pair su h that the orresponding path Py;z is shortest.
The triple, then, is the three-element set fx; y; z g. If x has no or only a single
neighbor y in B (Ci+1;j ), then the \triple" onsists only of fxg, or fx; y g.
For ea h vertex x 2 Ci+1;j of Di+1 and ea h non-empty layer- omponent Ci+1;j
that is en losed by B (Ci+1;j ), we obtain su h a lower triple.

De nition 7 A lower triple for layer

0

0

0

0

De nition 8 A middle triple for layer Li is asso iated to a non-empty layeromponent Ci+1;j and a vertex x 2 Di that has a neighbor in B (Ci+1;j ) (see
Fig. 3). Note that, due to the layer model, it is easy to see that a vertex x 2 Di
an have at most two neighbors y; z in B (Ci+1;j ). Depending on whether x itself
lies on the y le B (Ci+1;j ) or not, we obtain two di erent ases whi h both are
illustrated in Fig. 3. In either of these ases the middle triple is de ned as the
set fx; y; z g. Again, if x has none or only a single neighbor y in B (Ci+1;j ), then
the \triple" onsists only of fxg, or fx; y g.
For ea h non-empty layer- omponent Ci+1;j and ea h vertex x 2 Di , we obtain
su h a middle triple.

De nition 9 We de ne the set Si as the union of all upper triples, lower triples
and middle triples of Li .

In the following, we will show that Si is a separator of the graph. Note that
the upper bounds on the size of Si , whi h are derived afterwards, are ru ial for
the upper bound on the treewidth derived later on.

Theorem 10. The set Si separates verti es of Li

1

and

Li+2 .

Proof. Suppose there is a path P (with no repeated verti es) from layer Li+2
to layer Li 1 that avoids Si . This learly implies that there exists a path P 0
from a vertex x in a non-empty layer- omponent Ci+1;j of layer Li+1 to a vertex
z 2 B (B (Ci+1;j )) in layer Li 1 whi h has the following two properties:




P0

\ Si = ;.
All verti es in between x and
omponents of layer Li+1 .

z

belong to layer

Li

or to empty layer-
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(This an be a hieved by simply taking a suitable subpath P 0 of P .) Let y1 (and
y2 , respe tively) be the rst (last) vertex along the path P 0 from x to z that lies
on the boundary y le B (Ci+1;j )  Li (see Fig. 4).
Obviously, y2 annot be an element of D, sin e, then, it would appear in
a middle triple of layer Li and, hen e, in Si . We now onsider the vertex that
dominates y2 . This vertex an lie in layer Li 1 , Li or Li+1 .
Suppose rst that y2 is dominated by a vertex d1 2 Li 1 . Then d1 is in
B (B (Ci+1;j )), simply by de nition of the boundary y le (see Fig. 4). Sin e G
is planar, this implies that y2 must be an \outermost" neighbor of d1 among all
elements in N (d1 ) \ B (Ci+1;j ). If this were not the ase, then there would be an
edge from d1 to a vertex on B (Ci+1;j ) that leaves the losed region bounded by
fd1 ; y2 g, the path from y2 to z , and the orresponding path from z to d1 along
B (B (Ci+1;j )). Hen e, y2 is in the upper triple of layer Li whi h is asso iated to
the layer- omponent Ci+1;j and d1 . This ontradi ts the fa t that P 0 avoids Si .
Now, suppose that y2 is dominated by a vertex d2 2 Di (see Fig. 4). By
de nition of the middle triples, this learly implies that y2 is in the middle
triple asso iated to Ci+1;j and d2 . Again, this ontradi ts the assumption that
P 0 \ Si = ;.
Consequently, the dominating vertex d3 of y2 has to lie in layer Li+1 . Let
fd3 ; d13 ; d23 g, where d13 ; d23 2 N (d3 ) \ B (Ci+1;j ), be the lower triple asso iated to
layer- omponent Ci+1;j and d3 (see Fig. 4). By de nition, Ci+1;j is ontained
in the region en losed by fd13 ; d3 g; fd3 ; d23 g and the path from d23 to d13 along
B (Ci+1;j ), whi h|assuming that y2 2
= fd3 ; d13 ; d23 g|does not hit y2 (see Fig. 4).
We now observe that, whenever the path from y1 to y2 leaves the y le B (Ci+1;j )
to its exterior, say at a vertex q , then it has to return to B (Ci+1;j ) at a vertex
q 0 2 N (q ) \ B (Ci+1;j ). This, however, shows that the path P 0 has to hit either
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or d23 on its way from y1 to
the fa t that P 0 \ Si = ;.

d13

Lemma 1.

jSi j  5(ti

1

y2 .

Sin e

d13 ; d23

+ ti + ti+1 ) + 12

2 Si , this

ase also ontradi ts

ut

i+1 .

Proof. We give bounds for the number of verti es in upper, middle and lower
triples of layer i, separately.
Firstly, we dis uss the upper triples of layer i, whi h were asso iated to a
non-empty layer- omponent Ci+1;j of layer Li+1 and a vertex x 2 Di 1 with
neighbors in B (Ci+1;j ). Consider the bipartite graph G0 whi h has verti es for
ea h non-empty layer- omponent Ci+1;j and for ea h vertex in Di 1 . Whenever
a vertex in Di 1 has a neighbor in B (Ci+1;j ), an edge is drawn between the orresponding verti es in G0 . Ea h edge in G0 , by onstru tion, may orrespond to
an upper triple of layer Li . Note that G0 is a planar bipartite graph whose bipartition subsets onsist of ti 1 and i+1 verti es, respe tively. Thus, the number of
edges of G0 is linear in the number of verti es; more pre isely, it is bounded by
2(ti 1 + i+1 ). From this, we obtain an upper bound for the number of verti es
in upper triples of layer Li as follows: Potentially, ea h vertex of Di 1 appears in
an upper triple and, for ea h edge in G0 , we possibly obtain two further verti es
in an upper triple. This shows that the total number of verti es in upper triples
is bounded by ti 1 + 4(ti 1 + i+1 ).
A similar analysis an be used to show that the number of verti es in the
lower triples is bounded by ti+1 + 4(ti+1 + i+1 ) and that the number of verti es
in the middle triples an be bounded by ti + 4(ti + i+1 ).
By de nition of Si , this proves our laim.
ut

Note that, by a more detailed investigation, the bound given in Lemma 1
probably an be improved. One observes, e.g., that the planar bipartite graph
G0 , whi h was onstru ted in the proof, has the spe ial property that it is a
\hyperplane" bipartite graph, i.e., one of the bipartition subsets an be arranged
on a line and all edges of the graph lie in one halfplane of this line. This property
of G0 is immediate from the fa t that the upper triples asso iated to a non-empty
layer- omponent Ci+1;j lie within the boundary y le B (B (Ci+1;j )). For su h
graphs, rst investigations indi ate that one an obtain better estimates on the
number of their edges than the ones used in the proof of Lemma 1.
A similar observation an be made for estimating the bounds for the lower
triples.

Lemma 2.

i

 ti + ti

+1

+ ti+2 .

Proof. By de nition, i refers to only non-empty layer- omponents in layer Li ,
i.e., there is at least one vertex of layer Li+1 ontained within ea h su h layeromponent. Su h a vertex an only be dominated by a vertex from layer Li ,
Li+1 , or Li+2 . In this way, we get the laimed upper bound.
ut

Lemma 3.

P

r
i=1

jSi j  51k, where r is the number of layers of the graph.

Proof. This follows dire tly when we ombine the previous two lemmas.

ut
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Consider the following three sets of verti es: S0 = S1 [ S4 [ S7 [ : : : , S1 =
and S2 = S3 [ S6 [ S9 [ : : : . As jS1 j + jS2 j + jS3 j  51k , one
5
8
k , say SÆ (with Æ 2 f0; 1; 2g).
of these sets has size at most 51
3

S2

[ S [ S [ :::

Theorem
p p11. A planar graph with domination number
most 6 34

k.

k

has treewidth of at

p

Proof. Let Æ and SÆ be as obtained above. Let d := 23 34. We now go through
the
p sequen e S1+Æ ; S4+Æ ; S7+Æ ; : : : and look for separators of size at most s(k) :=
SÆ, su hpseparators
of size at most s(k )
d k . Due to the estimate on the size of p
p
1
1
must appear within ea h n(k ) := 51
d
k
=
34
k
sets
in the sequen e. In
3
3
this manner, we obtain a set of disjoint separators of size at most s(k ) ea h, su h
that any two onse utive separators from this set are at most 3n(k ) layers apart.
Clearly, the separators hosen in this way ful l the requirements in Proposition 4.
Observe that the omponents ut out in this way ea h have at most 3n(k )
layers and, hen e, their treewidth is bounded by 9n(k ) due to Proposition 2.
Using Proposition 4, we an ompute an upper bound of the treewidth tw of
the originally given graph with domination number k :

tw(k )  2s(k ) + 9n(k )
1p p
3p p
= 2( 34 k ) + 9( 34 k)
3
p2 p
= 6 34 k:
This proves our laim.

ut

Observe that the tree stru ture of the tree de omposition obtained in the
pre eding proof orresponds to the stru ture of the layer de omposition forest.
How did we ome to the onstants? We simply omputed the minimum of
2s(k ) + 9n(k ) (the upper bound
p on the treewidth) given the bound s(k)n(k)51
51
k
.
This
suggests
s
(
k
)
=
d
k , and d is optimal when 2s(k ) = 9n(k ) = 9  3 
3
p
153
1
k  s(k ) , so, 2d = d , i.e., d = 23 34.
As already mentioned above, it seems to be possible to improve upon the
bound of the treewidth by a more re ned analysis.

3.2 Tree de omposition
The proofs above an be turned into onstru tive algorithms that nd tree deompositions of the stated widths. From the proof in [5℄ that an r-outerplanar
graph has treewidth at most 3r 1, one an onstru t a linear time algorithm
that indeed nds a tree de omposition of width 3r 1 of a given r-outerplanar
graph. The proofs in this paper an also be made onstru tive, but there is one
point that needs spe i attention. As we do not start with the dominating set
given, we annot onstru t the upper, middle, and lower triples. Instead, we
ompute the minimum separator between Li 1 and Li+2 dire tly, and use that
set instead of Si as de ned in the proof of Se tion 3.1. Su h a minimum separator
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an be omputed with well known te hniques based on maximum ow (see e.g.,
[20℄). The running time to nd one su h separator is O(sn0 ), where s is the size
of the separator, and n0 the number of verti es that are involved. The total time
to nd all separators, stopping when separators be ome so large
p that they will
not be used further in the algorithm, an be bounded by O( kn).

Theorem
12. The planar dominating set problem an be solved in time
pk
O(
pn), where k is the domination number of the given graph of size n, and
6 34
=3

.

p p

Proof.
p A tree de omposition of width 6 34 k of G pan be onstru ted in
O( kn) time. (If k is not known in advan e, then an O( kn) time algorithm is
still possible for this step, using detailed bookkeeping te hniques. Otherwise, one
an try di erent values of k { this an be done at the ost of an extra multipli ative fa tor of O(log k ) by using binary sear h.) Then, this tree de omposition an
be used to solve the dominating set problem, as des ribed in Theorem 4. u
t

p

The onstant above is 36 34 , whi h is rather large. However, a more re ned
analysis will help to redu e this onstant signi antly. Moreover, it is a worst
ase estimate, whi h might be far from what happens in pra ti al appli ations.

4 Variations of dominating set and disk dimension
For several variations of the dominating set problem, our te hnique an also
help to obtain algorithms with a similar running time. In parti ular, we have
the following. Let dominating set with property P be the following graph
problem: Given a graph G = (V; E ), nd the minimum size set W  V with W
a dominating set and where property P (W ) holds.

Theorem 13. Suppose there is an algorithm that solves in O(q`  n) time the

dominating set with property P problem on graphs, given a tree de omposition with treewidth ` and n nodes for some onstantpq . Then the dominating set
graphs,
with property P problem an be solved in O (q d k  n) time on planarp
where k is the minimum size dominating set with property P and d = 6 34.

Proof. If the planar graph G admits a dominating set with property P of size
at most k , then, learly, G has domination
p p number at most k. By Theorem 11,
the treewidth of G is bounded by 6 34 k . A ording to the dis ussion
p in Se tion 3.2, a orresponding tree de omposition an be found in time O( kn). The
assumption on the existen e of an O(q `  n) time algorithm for given tree de omposition of width ` then yields the laim.
ut

Problems for whi h pthe ondition of Theorem 13 holds and, hen e, for whi h
we an nd su h an O( k  n) time algorithm are, for instan e, the independent
dominating set problem, total dominating set problem, or onne ted
dominating set problem.
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We now turn our attention to the disk dimension problem (see [2, 14, 25℄)
whi h is the following: Given a plane graph G = (V; E ) (i.e., a planar graph
with a xed embedding), nd the minimum set of fa es that over all verti es
of G. We an use the te hniques established for solving dominating set with
property P on planar graphs to solve the disk dimension problem:
Let G = (V; E ) be a plane graph. Consider the following graph: Add a vertex
to ea h fa e of G, and make ea h su h \fa e vertex" adja ent to all verti es that
are on the boundary of that fa e. Let G0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) be the resulting graph. Write
V 0 = V [ VF , where VF is the set of verti es that represent a fa e in G.
For W  V 0 , we de ne P 0 (W ) = true if and only if W  VF . Then, by
onstru tion, there is a one-to-one orresponden e between the sets of fa es that
over the verti es of G and dominating sets in G0 with property P 0 . In this sense,
the disk dimension problem an be transformed to the dominating set with
property P 0 problem in linear time.

Theorem 14. The

where

k

p

problem an be solved in time Op( 1 k n),
is the disk dimension of the given graph of size n, and 1 = 26 34 .
disk dimension

Proof. Consider the graph G0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) with V 0 = V [ VF as given above. Given
a tree de omposition of width `, the dominating set problem with property P 0
an be solved in time O(2`  n), similar to the dynami programming algorithm
sket hed in the proof of Theorem 4. Observe that the size of the tables we have to
use for ea h bag are smaller than for the general dominating set problem, sin e
ea h vertex of VF is either in the dominating set or not and ea h vertex of V is
either dominated or not. This gives table size 2` . Theorem 13 and the one-to-one
orresponden e between this problem and the disk dimension problem yield the
laim.
ut

We remark that the problem dominating set with property P 0 as de ned
above is, in a bipartite variant, bas ially alled planar red/blue dominating
set in [14, p.38℄. There, Downey and Fellows derive an O (12k n) algorithm for
this problem. In the same pla e, they give an O(12k n) algorithm for disk dimension, whi h they all fa e over number for planar graphs. Hen e,
our observations lead to asymptoti improvements of their results.

5 Con lusion
In this paper, we presented a treewidth-based approa h to improve the xed
parameter omplexity of the planar dominating set and the disk dimension
problem drasti ally|we gained an exponential improvement over previous exa t
solutions for the problems. Seemingly for the rst time, our results provide xed
parameter algorithms whose exponential fa tor has an exponent sublinear in the
parameter.
In the long version of this paper, we plan to give improved estimates for
the onstant bases of the exponential terms. In addition, it would be interesting
to investigate the pra ti al usefulness of our result, sin e our estimates for the
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onstants are worst ase and very pessimisti ones. It also is interesting to see
if these results an be extended to more variants of Dominating Set and to
other graph lasses (e.g., graphs of bounded genus). Another interesting open
problem is how to use the te hniques of this paper for the variant of the disk
dimension problem, where the embedding is not given as ab input (i.e., for a
given planar graph, nd an embedding with minimum number of fa es that over
all the verti es).
Finally, we remark that similar results on planar dominating set and
related problems an be obtained by making use of the small separator te hniques
presented in this paper together with the algorithms for outerplanarity-bounded
graphs
p developed by Baker [1℄, whi h would also yield running times of the form
O( k n) for some onstant , where k is the domination number of the given
graph.
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